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1. Almost Midnight: Two Short Stories (Rainbow Rowell)
$19.99 $18.00
Almost Midnight by Rainbow Rowell is a beautiful gift edition containing two wintery short stories: 'Mid
nights' and 'Kindred Spirits', decorated throughout for the first time with gorgeous black and white
illustrations. 'Midnights' is the story of Noel and Mags, who meet at the same New Year's Eve party every
year and fall a little more in love each time… 'Kindred Spirits' is about Elena, who decides to queue to
see the new Star Wars movie and meets Gabe, a fellow fan. Hardback
$31.50
2. Daemon Voices (Philip Pullman)
$34.99
In over 30 essays written over 20 years, one of the world’s great storytellers meditates on story-telling.
Warm, funny, generous, entertaining and, above all, deeply considered, they offer thoughts on a wide
variety of topics, including the origin and composition of Philips own stories, the craft of writing and the
storytellers who have meant the most to Philip. Together, they are greater than the sum of their parts: a
single, sustained engagement with story and story-telling. Hardback
3. Genuine Fraud (Emily Lockhart)
$19.99 $18.00
Imogen is an heiress, a runaway, and a cheat. Jule is a fighter, a chameleon, and a liar. Imogen is done
mansions of Martha's Vineyard and the shores of Cabo San Lucas; their intense friendship takes a dark
turn.
4. Maybe (Morris Gleitzman)
$19.99 $15.99
1946. Europe is in ruins. Millions of people dream of finding happiness somewhere else. Fourteen year
old Felix is one of them. When he’s offered a journey to Australia, he seizes the opportunity. So does
someone very dear to him, even though she wasn’t actually invited. They have high hopes for Australia,
and their dramatic arrival there makes them want to stay. But before Felix and Anya can embrace the
love and friendship of their new land, they must confront the murderous urge for revenge still alive in the
old. Felix knows he hasn’t faced anything like this before. He may not survive, but he’s hoping he will.
Maybe. Ages 13+
5. Once $16.99 $15.30
6. Then $19.99 $18.00

7. Now $19.99 $18.00
8. After $19.99 $18.00

9. Soon $19.99 $18.00

10. Magnus Chase and the Gods of Asgard #3:
Magnus Chase and the Ship of the Dead (Rick Riordan)
$22.99 $18.39
Loki the trickster god is free from his chains. Now he's readying Naglfar, the Ship of the Dead, armed with
a host of giants and zombies, to sail against the Norse gods and begin the final battle of Ragnarok. It's up
to Magnus Chase and his friends to stop Loki's plans, but to do so they will have to sail across the oceans
of Midgard, Jotunheim and Niflheim in a desperate race to reach Naglfar before it's ready to sail on
Midsummer's Day. Along the way, they will face angry sea gods, hostile giants, and an evil fire-breathing
dragon who happens to be a former acquaintance. But Magnus's biggest challenge will be facing his own
inner demons.
11. Magnus Chase and the Sword Of Summer $17.99 $16.20
12. Magnus Chase and the Hammer of Thor $17.99 $16.20
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13. Satellite (Nick Lake)
$16.99 $15.30
The Martian for teens - an epic, highly original space thriller with real science and heartbreaking beauty.
Leo has never set foot on Earth. Born and raised with twins Orion and Libra on the Moon 2 Space
Station, they have grown up together in the most extraordinary of ways. Now, they are preparing to make
their first trip home - their first journey to Earth. But Leo, Orion and Libra cannot possibly imagine the
irreversible consequences that their return will set into motion...

14. Turtles All The Way Down (John Green)
$27.99 $25.20
Sixteen-year-old Aza never intended to pursue the mystery of fugitive billionaire Russell Pickett, but
there's a hundred thousand dollar reward at stake and her Best and Most Fearless Friend, Daisy, is eager
to investigate. So together, they navigate the short distance and broad divides that separate them from
Russell Pickett's son, Davis. Aza is trying. She is trying to be a good daughter, a good friend, a good
student, and maybe even a good detective, while also living within the ever-tightening spiral of her own
thoughts. Hardback

Australian Novels (15-41)
15. 48 Hours #1: Vanishing, The (Gabrielle Lord)
$14.99 $11.99
One kidnapping. One cold case. Two amateur investigators. Only 48 hours to solve the crime . . . Jazz's
best friend Anika has been kidnapped! She can't call the cops, so Jazz forges a shaky truce with her
brilliant nemesis, Phoenix, to help her investigate. Together, they uncover clues and crime scene
evidence. Sneaking into a forensic lab, they test DNA, fingerprints and more, to piece the clues together.
The results are shocking. Could it really lead to a twenty-year-old murder case? In a race against time,
Jazz and Phoenix only have 48 HOURS to collect the evidence, profile the kidnapper and find their
schoolmate's location, or Anika will die. The clock is ticking . . .
16. Beautiful Mess (Clare Christian)
$19.99 $18.00
Since Ava lost Kelly, things haven't been going so well. Even before she gets thrown out of school for
shouting at the principal, there's the simmering rage and all the weird destructive choices. The only thing
going right for Ava is her job at Magic Kebab. Which is where she meets Gideon. Skinny, shy, anxious
Gideon. A mad poet and collector of vinyl records with an aversion to social media. He lives in his head.
She lives in her grief. The only people who can help them move on with their lives are each other.
17. Brotherband #7: Caldera, The (John Flanagan)
$18.99 $15.19
Hal and the brotherband are back home in Hallasholm when a knock on the door brings an unexpected
visitor: Stig’s long-absent father, Olaf. The Empress of Byzantos’s son has been kidnapped by pirates,
and palace guard commander Olaf has been held responsible. The only way to redeem himself is to
rescue the boy. Olaf needs a ship and a crew, and he has nowhere else to turn. The pirates’ fortress is on
an island, where a collapsed volcano has left a caldera of towering cliffs surrounding a deep lagoon.
There is only one way up or down – and the pirates have the key…
18. Outcasts, The #1 $17.99 $16.20
19. Invaders, The #2 $17.99 $16.20
20. Hunters, The #3 $17.99 $16.20

21. Slaves of Sorocco #4 $17.99 $16.20
22. Scorpion Mountain #5 $17.99 $16.20
23. Ghostfaces, The #6 $17.99 $16.20

24. Fifth Room, The (Allison Rushby)
$16.99 $15.30
When a brilliant high-school student is invited to join an international secret society, she leaves everything
behind in pursuit of the high-stakes rewards it offers. When Miri discovers her boyfriend is also in the
society, they must pretend they don’t know each other, as the students are pitted against each other to
push the boundaries of medicine using illegal self-experimentation. Miri’s experiment involves a new
combination of specially timed drugs that could mean never needing to sleep again. As her experiment
progresses and she spends more and more hours awake, she finds that all is not as it seems. When the
group realises that there is a secret fifth student experimenting alongside them, the stakes are raised
dramatically. Now they must decide how far they will go to with their research...and some, it seems, are
willing to go much farther than others. When it becomes clearer to Miri that the secrets in this society are
deeper and more dangerous than she bargained for, she starts to question the true purpose of the secret
society, and who lies behind it. Gripping and page-turning, The Fifth Room is a psychological thriller in
which no one is to be trusted, not even yourself.
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25. Horizon #2: Deadzone (Jennifer A Nielsen)
$14.99 $13.50
The survivors have made it out of the jungle, but they may be sorry they ever left when they stumble upon
a whole new ecosystem, populated with entirely new threats. And the greatest threat of all may come
from within. Because one of the kids is changing…
26. Horizon #1 (Scott Westerfeld)

$9.99

$9.00

27. Paper Cranes Don't Fly (Peter Vu)
$19.95 $17.96
This story describes the life of a cancer patient in a way that no other young adult book does, focusing not
just on living with cancer, but going through it, with the help of patience, love, and friendship. Despite the
ever-growing tumour in his head, Adam just wishes he was normal. This is until his latest operation, when
everything seems like a lost hope, and he knows he isn't normal. He doesn't know what to do, because
there is nothing he can do. All he feels he has left are his friends. But that may be all he needs.
28. Semi-Definitive List of Worst Nightmares, A (Krystal Sutherland)
$19.99 $18.00
Ever since Esther Solar’s grandfather was cursed by Death, everyone in her family has been doomed to
suffer one great fear in their lifetime. Esther’s father is agoraphobic and hasn’t left the basement in six
years, her twin brother can’t be in the dark without a light on, and her mother is terrified of bad luck. The
Solars are consumed by their fears and, according to the legend of the curse, destined to die from them.
Esther doesn’t know what her great fear is yet (nor does she want to), a feat achieved by avoiding pretty
much everything. Elevators, small spaces and crowds are all off-limits. So are haircuts, spiders, dolls,
mirrors and three dozen other phobias she keeps a record of in her semi-definitive list of worst
nightmares. Then Esther is pickpocketed by Jonah Smallwood, an old elementary school classmate.
Along with her phone, money and a fruit roll-up she’d been saving, Jonah also steals her list of fears.
Despite the theft, Esther and Jonah become friends, and he sets a challenge for them: in an effort to
break the curse that has crippled her family, they will meet every Sunday of senior year to work their way
through the list, facing one terrifying fear at a time, including one that Esther hadn’t counted on: love.
29. Seven Signs #7: Battlefront (Michael Adams)
$14.99 $13.50ea
One hero lost in a raging tsunami. One Sign pointing to a deadly battle. One day left until the end of . . .
everything. With Sydney plunged into underwater chaos, the DARE winners are suspected of being
responsible. After escaping from security officers, they must race to their final destination Felix Scotts
mega-ship Infinite Horizonand decode one last deadly sign. If they don’t get this right, then its game over
not just for them, but for the whole world. The DARE winners will have to use all their wits to stop The
Signmaker. But after a mind-blowing secret is revealed in Antarctica, they’re in for a heart-stopping final
face-to-face battle with an unimaginable enemy. Who will live and who will die? If you could be a hero,
would you DARE? Seven Signs. One day left to save the world.
30. Skyfire #1 $7.99 $7.20
31. Carnage #2

32. Wipeout #3
33. Killswitch #4

34. Crimewave #5
35. Terrortide #6

36. Take Three Girls (Cath Crowley)
$18.99 $17.10
Kate, a quiet boarder, making some risky choices to pursue the experimental music she loves. Clem,
shrugging off her old swim-team persona, exploring her first sexual relationship, and trying to keep her
annoying twin, Iris, at arm's length. Ady, grappling with a chaotic family, and wondering who her real
friends are; she's not the confident A-lister she appears to be. When St Hilda's establishes a Year 10
Wellness Program in response to the era of cyber-bullying, the three girls are thrown together and an
unlikely friendship is sparked. One thing they have in common: each is targeted by PSST, a site devoted
to gossip and slander that must have a source within St Hilda's. Who can you trust when rumour is the
new truth?
37. Unrequited (Emma Grey)
$19.99 $18.00
Seventeen-year-old Kat Hartland loathes Unrequited, the world's biggest boy band. And she must be the
only girl ever who can't be bothered with perfect-looking Angus Marsden. Give her 5 Seconds of Summer.
Now. Or maybe the seriously hot med student who rescued her on a train - and who could be Douglas
Booth's twin! Perfect formal partner, right? But when Kat comes face to face with Angus Marsden himself,
things start to get complicated. As in very complicated. Throw in a deranged female singer, final exams, a
part in the musical, and a mum who just doesn't get it. And btw, where is Kat's best friend? When did life
get so crazy ... especially since Kat's just an ordinary schoolgirl ... isn't she?
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38. Untidy Towns (Kate O’Donnell)
$19.99 $18.00
Seventeen-year-old Adelaide is sick of being expected to succeed on other people’s terms. She’s made a
new plan: drop out of her fancy boarding school to read and dream. She just needs to stick it out at home
for one more year and then she’ll be free. But before she can work out her next move, Addie’s grandad
offers her a job at the local historical society. It’s dusty and messy, like her hometown, like her new life.
Then she accidentally kisses Jarrod, the boy who spends his days getting into trouble. But he’s as stuck
as she is and Addie starts to wonder that maybe when you really want something in life, you’ve actually
got to do something about it. A heartfelt story about love, friendship and untidy towns.
39. Zeroes #3: Nexus (Scott Westerfeld)
$19.99 $18.00ea
After defeating Swarm in a breath-taking stand-off, Nate has been arrested for his murder. In prison and
isolated, he can't use his powers of influence at all. Flicker, Chizara, Kelsie and Ethan are on the run and
in hiding from the FBI who believe the Cambria Five are domestic terrorists. And Agent Phan and the FBI
have a secret weapon up their sleeve - a teenager with a superpower that the Zeroes haven't
encountered yet. Meanwhile, Sonia Sonic and her growing band of weird-hunters are tracking
inexplicable events across the country - and their investigations lead them to New Orleans during Mardi
Gras, where the celebrating crowds promise enormous power to anyone who can channel it. Time is
running out for the Zeroes, but they must learn to trust each other again and combine their powers for
good - to avert the looming disaster.
40. Zeroes #1

41. Swarm #2

Overseas Fiction (42-121)
42. 36 Questions That Changed My Mind About You (Vicki Grant)
$19.99 $18.00
Two random strangers. Thirty-six questions to make them fall in love. Hildy and Paul each have their
own reasons for taking part in the psychology study (in Paul's case it is the $40, in Hildy's the reasons are
significantly more complex). The study poses the simple question: Can love be engineered between two
random strangers? By the time Hildy and Paul have made it to the end of the questionnaire, they've
laughed and cried and lied and thrown things and run away and come back again. They've also each
discovered the painful secret the other was trying so hard to hide. But have they fallen in love?
43. Afterlife of Holly Chase, The (Cynthia Hand)
$19.99 $18.00
Holly Chase has the job of saving souls, but it is her own that she realizes needs examining. On
Christmas Eve five years ago, Holly was visited by three ghosts who showed her how selfish and spoiled
she'd become. They tried to convince her to mend her ways. She didn't. And then she died. Now she's
stuck working for the top-secret company Project Scrooge-as the latest Ghost of Christmas Past. Every
year, they save another miserly grouch. Every year, Holly stays frozen at seventeen while her family and
friends go on living without her. So far, Holly's afterlife has been miserable. But this year, everything is
about to change.
44. All the Crooked Saints (Maggie Stiefvater)
$19.99 $18.00
Here is a thing everyone wants: A miracle. Here is a thing everyone fears: What it takes to get one. Any
visitor to Bicho Raro, Colorado, is likely to find a landscape of dark saints, forbidden love, scientific
dreams, miracle-mad owls, estranged affections, one or two orphans and a sky full of watchful desert
stars. At the heart of this place you will find the Soria family, who all have the ability to perform unusual
miracles. And at the heart of this family are three cousins longing to change its future: Beatriz, the girl
without feelings, who wants only to be free to examine her thoughts; Daniel, the Saint of Bicho Raro, who
performs miracles for everyone but himself; and Joaquin, who spends his nights running a renegade radio
station under the name Diablo Diablo. They are all looking for a miracle. But the miracles of Bicho Raro
are never quite what you expect.
45. Because You Love To Hate Me: 13 Tales of Villainy (Various)
$14.99 $13.50
This unique YA anthology presents classic and original fairy tales from the villain's point of view. Thirteen
of the most influential booktubers on YouTube join forces (writing-prompt style) with thirteen acclaimed
and bestselling authors--gives these mysterious, oft-misunderstood individuals characters a chance to tell
their stories, their way. They are stories of pain, of heartbreak, of sorrow. But don't expect a circle of
hands. Leave it to the heroes to help the world; villains just want to rule the world. We love to hate them
and they hate to be loved, if only because being hated frees them from having to be good.
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46. Cell 7 Trilogy #2: Day 7 (Kerry Drewery)
$19.99 $18.00ea
Martha Honeydew has been released from the terrifying Cell 7. But despite her new freedom, the corrupt
judicial system is still tracking Martha's every move. And Isaac, her only trusted friend, is now imprisoned
in the very same cells she was. Isaac saved Martha's life, it is only right she now saves his. But with
Martha still a target, her chances of saving Isaac are remote. Martha begins to question whether it is ever
possible to escape government scrutiny. Will Martha and Isaac ever reunite? Will they ever live in a
better world?
47. Cell 7 #1
48. Diary of a Wimpy Kid #12: Getaway, The (Jeff Kinney)
$14.99 $11.99ea
Greg Heffley and his family are getting out of town. With the cold weather and the stress of the
approaching holiday season, the Heffleys decide to escape to a tropical island resort for some much
needed rest and relaxation. A few days in paradise should do wonders for Greg and his frazzled family.
But the Hefley’s soon discover that paradise isn't everything it's cracked up to be. Sun stroke, stomach
troubles, and venomous critters all threaten to ruin the family's vacation. Can their trip be saved, or will
this island getaway end in disaster?
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.

Diary of a Wimpy Kid #1
Diary of a Wimpy Kid: Rodrick Rules #2
Diary of a Wimpy Kid: Last Straw #3
Diary of a Wimpy Kid: Dog Days #4
Diary of a Wimpy Kid: Ugly Truth #5
Diary of a Wimpy Kid: Cabin Fever #6

55.
56.
57.
58.
59.

Diary of a Wimpy Kid: Third Wheel #7
Diary of a Wimpy Kid: Hard Luck #8
Diary of a Wimpy Kid: Long Haul #9
Diary of a Wimpy Kid: Old School #10
Diary of a Wimpy Kid: Double Down #11

60. Empress, The (SJ Kincaid)
$19.99 $18.00ea
It’s a new day in the Empire. Tyrus has ascended to the throne with Nemesis by his side and now they
can find a new way forward – one where they don’t have to hide or scheme or kill. One where creatures
like Nemesis will be given worth and recognition, where science and information can be shared with
everyone and not just the elite. But having power isn’t the same thing as keeping it, and change isn’t
always welcome. The ruling class, the Grandiloquy, has held control over planets and systems for
centuries— and they are plotting to stop this teenage Emperor and Nemesis, who is considered nothing
more than a creature and certainly not worthy of being Empress. Nemesis will protect Tyrus at any cost.
He is the love of her life, and they are partners in this new beginning. But she cannot protect him by being
the killing machine she once was. She will have to prove the humanity that she’s found inside herself to
the whole Empire – or she and Tyrus may lose more than just the throne. But if proving her humanity
means that she and Tyrus must do inhuman things, is the fight worth the cost of winning it?
61. Diabolic, The
62. Flight of a Starling (Lisa Heathfield)
$19.99 $18.00
Rita and Lo, sisters and best friends, have spent their lives on the wing – flying through the air in their
trapeze act, never staying in one place for long. Behind the greasepaint and the glitter, they know that the
true magic is the family they travel with. Until Lo meets a boy. Suddenly, she wants nothing more than to
stay still. And as secrets start to tear apart the close-knit circus community, how far will Lo go to keep her
feet on the ground? Flight of a Starling is a heartbreaking read with an important message, perfect for
fans of Jennifer Niven, Lisa Williamson, Sarah Crossan and Sara Barnard.
63. Great Library Trilogy #3: Ash and Quill (Rachel Caine)
$16.99 $15.30ea
Held prisoner by the Burner forces in Philadelphia, Jess and his friends struggle to stay alive in the face
of threats from both sides ... but a stunning escape guarantees worse is coming. The Library now means
to stop them by any means necessary, and they'll have to make dangerous allies and difficult choices to
stay alive. They have only two choices: face the might of the Great Library head on, or be erased from
life, and the history of the world, forever.
64. Ink and Bone #1

65. Paper and Fire #2
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66. Hunting Prince Dracula (Kerri Maniscalco)
$16.99 $15.30ea
Following the grief and horror of her discovery of Jack the Ripper's true identity, Audrey Rose Wadsworth
has no choice but to flee London and its memories. Together with the arrogant yet charming Thomas
Cresswell, she journeys to the dark heart of Romania, home to one of Europe's best schools of forensic
medicine...and to another notorious killer, Vlad the Impaler, whose thirst for blood became legend. But
her life's dream is soon tainted by blood-soaked discoveries in the halls of the school's forbidding castle,
and Audrey Rose is compelled to investigate the strangely familiar murders. What she finds brings all her
terrifying fears to life once again.
67. Stalking Jack the Ripper
68. I Hate Everyone But You (Gaby Nunn)
$19.99 $18.00
Dear Best Friend, I can already tell that I will hate everyone but you. Sincerely, Ava Helmer (that brunette
who won't leave you alone) We’re still in the same room, you weirdo. Stop crying. G. So begins a series
of texts and emails sent between two best friends, Ava and Gen, as they head off to their first semesters
of college on opposite sides of the country. From first loves to weird roommates, heartbreak, selfdiscovery, coming out and mental health, the two best friends will document every moment to each other.
But as each changes and grows into her new life, will their friendship be able to survive the distance? I
Hate Everyone But You, the debut novel by two emerging major talents in YA, Allison Raskin and Gaby
Dunn, is a story about new beginnings, love and heartbreak, and ultimately about the power of friendship.
69. Invictus (Ryan Graudin)
$16.99 $15.30
Time is running out . . . Farway McCarthy was born outside of time. With nowhere to call home and
nothing to anchor him to the present, Far captains a crew on a dangerous mission into the past. When he
collides with Eliot - a mysterious, secretive girl, whose very appearance raises questions about time itself
- Far immediately distrusts her. But he must take a leap of faith, following Eliot on a race against time, if
he is to protect everything he's ever loved from disappearing forever . . . A fast-paced, heart-stopping
journey that will leave you breathless.
70. Landscape With Invisible Hand (MT Anderson)
$16.99 $15.30
When the vuvv first landed, it came as a surprise to aspiring artist Adam and the rest of planet Earth —
but not necessarily an unwelcome one. Can it really be called an invasion when the vuvv generously
offered free advanced technology and cures for every illness imaginable? As it turns out, yes. With his
parents’ jobs replaced by alien tech and no money for food, clean water, or the vuvv’s miraculous
medicine, Adam and his girlfriend, Chloe, have to get creative to survive. And since the vuvv crave
anything they deem "classic" Earth culture (doo-wop music, still-life paintings of fruit, true love); recording
1950s-style dates for the vuvv to watch in a pay-per-minute format seems like a brilliant idea. But it’s hard
for Adam and Chloe to sell true love when they hate each other more with every passing episode. Soon
enough, Adam must decide how far he’s willing to go — and what he’s willing to sacrifice — to give the
vuvv what they want.
71. Magisterium #4: Silver Mask, The (Cassandra Clare)
$17.99 $16.20
Callum Hunt's life has fallen apart. His friend is gone. The spy has escaped. His secret is out. He is
facing an existence behind bars, banished from the rest of the magical community for what he is - for
what he might become. But a shocking revelation has promised freedom - at a cost. Will he stay strong,
and faithful to his friends and teachers? Or take the risk, and destroy everything he's ever loved? This
fourth year at the Magisterium will be unlike anything else that has gone before . . .
72. Iron Trial, The #1 $19.99 $18.00
73. Copper Gauntlet, The #2 $19.99 $18.00

74. Bronze Key, The #3 $19.99 $18.00

75. Midnight Sun, The (Trish Cook)
$16.99 $15.30
Discover a summer love story like no other: soon to be a major motion picture starring Bella Thorne and
Patrick Schwarzenegger, and perfect for fans of The Fault in our Stars and Everything, Everything. Katie
can't leave her house during the day: she has a rare disease that makes even the smallest amount of
sunlight deadly. But everything changes when one evening, singing her heart out on a deserted station
platform, she meets Charlie. Before the night is out, Katie is smitten. But she hasn't told Charlie her
secret. She just wants to have her normal love story, before reality kicks in. Lost in her night-time
summer romance, Katie knows that love will light the way. A heartbreaking tale of love, loss and one
nearly perfect summer.
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76. Monster #1 (Michael Grant)
$19.99 $18.00ea
When the dome came down, they thought it was the end of the troubles. Truth is, it was just the
beginning. Shade Darby witnessed events that day, with devastating consequences, and vowed never to
feel that powerless again. Now, four years later, she gets her hands on a part of the meteor that began it
all – and that’s when she changes. Trouble is, Shade’s not the only one mutating, and the authorities
cannot allow these superpowers to go unchecked . . . First of an explosive three-book young adult series.
Once again Michael Grant creates a compelling young cast of new characters for readers to love, hate
and debate, as well as a host of unimaginable creatures. This happily stands alone from the GONE
series, while also featuring some fan-pleasing appearances from previous FAYZ inhabitants.
77. Gone
78. Hunger

79. Lies
80. Plague

81. Fear
82. Light

83. Moonrise (Sarah Crossan)
$16.99 $15.30
They think I hurt someone. But I didn't. You hear? Cos people are gonna be telling you all kinds of lies. I
need you to know the truth. Joe hasn't seen his brother for ten years, and it's for the most brutal of
reasons. Ed is on death row. But now Ed's execution date has been set, and Joe is determined to spend
those last weeks with him, no matter what other people think. From one-time winner and two-time
Carnegie Medal shortlisted author Sarah Crossan, this poignant, stirring, huge-hearted novel asks big
questions. What value do you place on life? What can you forgive? And just how do you say goodbye?
84. Moxie (Jennifer Mathieu)
$16.99 $15.30
Vivian Carter is fed up. Fed up with her high school teachers who think the football team can do no
wrong. Fed up with sexist dress codes, hallway harassment and gross comments from guys during class.
But most of all, Viv Carter is fed up with always following the rules. Viv's mum was a tough-as-nails, punk
rock Riot Grrrl in the '90s, and now Viv takes a page from her mother's past and creates Moxie, a feminist
zine that she distributes anonymously to her classmates. She's just blowing off steam, but other girls
respond and spread the Moxie message. As Viv forges friendships with other young women across the
divides of cliques and popularity rankings, she realises that what she has started is nothing short of a girl
revolution.
85. My Side of the Diamond (Sally Gardner)
$19.99 $18.00
Jasmine has been shunned ever since her best friend Becky disappeared. But what happened to Becky?
Because she didn't simply disappear - she jumped off a tall building and was never seen again, almost as
if she had vanished into thin air - but of course that couldn't be possible. Was the disappearance
something to do with Jasmine? Or was it more to do with Ishmael, so beguiling and strangely ever
youthful, with whom Becky was suddenly besotted…
86. Nearest Faraway Place, The (Hayley Long)
$16.99 $15.30
Griff and Dylan are just returning from a holiday with their parents, sweltering in the heat in the back of a
Morris Mini, about to cross into Manhattan. Out of the corner of his eye Dylan is distracted by something
sparkly, flying through the air. And then it happens. A trailer from the lorry in front smashes into their car.
Dylan and Griff's parents are killed. The boys are suddenly orphans with nowhere to go until a kind aunt
and uncle give them a new home in Wales. Now Dylan and Griff have everything they need - love, a
happy home and future. But Dylan is worried about Griff: whether he is OK, whether he is copying with
the terrible loss. He doesn't seem to speak about it or really acknowledge it. And Dylan has something
else that he needs to come to terms with too.
87. Nothing (Annie Barrows)
$16.99 $15.30
Funny and irreverent, #1 New York Times bestselling author Annie Barrows's teen debut tells the story of
Charlotte and Frankie, two high school students and best friends who don't have magical powers, fight
aliens, crash their cars, get pierced, or discover they are royal. They just go to school. And live at home.
With their parents. Nothing ever happens to Charlotte and Frankie. Their lives are nothing like the lives of
the girls they read about in their YA novels. They don't have flowing red hair, and hot romantic encounters
never happen--let alone meeting a true soul mate. They just go to high school and live at home with their
parents, who are pretty normal, all things considered. But when Charlotte decides to write down
everything that happens during their sophomore year, to prove that nothing happens and there is no plot
or character development in real life, she's surprised to find that being fifteen isn't as boring as she
thought. It's weird, heartbreaking, silly, and complicated. And maybe, just perfect. This teen debut is
genuine, honest, and a funny flip on the archetypal YA
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88. Otherworld (Jason Segel)
$19.99 $18.00
When I was a teenager, I was one of the lucky few who got to experience a game very much like
Otherworld before it was shut down. When I heard rumblings it was being reimagined for VR, I knew it
was something Kirsten and I had to write about. Part mythic adventure, part sci-fi love story, entirely
cautionary tale we wanted to reach the new generation of potential players before this game ' becomes a
reality. - Jason Segel There are no screens. There are no controls. You don 't just see and hear it you
taste, smell, and touch it too. In this new reality, there are no laws to break or rules to obey. You can live
your best life. Indulge every desire. It’s a game so addictive you'll never want it to end. Until you realize
that you’re the one being played. Step into the future. Leave your body behind. Welcome to Otherworld.
89. Red Ribbon, The (Lucy Adlington)
$19.99 $18.00
As fourteen-year-old Ella begins her first day at work she steps into a world of silks, seams, scissors,
pins, hems and trimmings. She is a dressmaker, but this is no ordinary sewing workshop. Hers are no
ordinary clients. Ella has joined the seamstresses of Birkenau-Auschwitz, as readers may recognise it.
Every dress she makes could mean the difference between life and death. And this place is all about
survival.
90. Renegades (Marissa Meyer)
$18.99 $17.10
The Renegades are a syndicate of prodigies - humans with extraordinary abilities - who emerged from the
ruins of a crumbled society and established peace and order where chaos reigned. As champions of
justice, they remain a symbol of hope and courage to everyone...except the villains they once overthrew.
Nova has a reason to hate the Renegades, and she is on a mission for vengeance. As she gets closer to
her target, she meets Adrian, a Renegade boy who believes in justice - and in Nova. But Nova's
allegiance is to a villain who has the power to end them both.
91. Rock War #4: Crash Landing (Robert Muchamore)
$19.99 $18.00
The final and most dramatic book in the explosive ROCK WAR series, by international bestseller Robert
Muchamore. Don't miss the last episode of international bestseller Robert Muchamore's ROCK WAR
series! Jay, Summer and Dylan are fresh out of the biggest reality show there is. But they're about to
discover what fame and fortune are really about. Jay's brother Theo is young, rich and famous: but is it
making him happy? Summer's got to weather her one-star reviews and take her career back into her own
hands. And Dylan might soon be seeing the world of show-business from the four walls of a prison cell.
They've got everything to play for.
92. Rock War #1 $15.99 $14.40

93. Boot Camp #2 $15.99 $14.40 94. Gone Wild #3 $15.99 $14.40

95. Safest Lies, The (Megan Miranda)
$17.99 $16.20
Kelsey Thomas understands why her mother hasn't left the house in seventeen years -- she claims the
kidnappers she escaped from as a teenager are coming back for her. So when Kelsey returns home one
night to find that her agoraphobic mother has disappeared, she knows something must be wrong. Hidden
inside her basement's panic room, Kelsey quickly discovers her mother is not who she thought she was -and she's not the abductor's only target. Now, Kelsey must try to uncover the truth behind her mother's
past and save them both from a lifetime of fear.
96. Short History of the Girl Next Door, The (Jared Reck)
$19.99 $18.00
Seriously, how can you see a person nearly every day of your life and never think a thing of it, then all of
a sudden, one day, it's different? You see that goofy grin a thousand times and just laugh. But goofy grin
#1,001 nearly stops your heart? Right. That sounds like a bad movie already. Matt Wainwright is
constantly sabotaged by the overdramatic movie director in his head. He can't tell his best friend, Tabby,
how he really feels about her, he implodes on the JV basketball team, and the only place he feels normal
is in Mr. Ellis's English class, discussing the greatest fart scenes in literature and writing poems about
pissed-off candy-cane lumberjacks. If this were a movie, everything would work out perfectly. Tabby
would discover that Matt's madly in love with her, be overcome with emotion, and would fall into his arms.
Maybe in the rain. But that's not how it works. Matt watches Tabby get swept away by senior basketball
star and all-around great guy Liam Branson. Losing Tabby to Branson is bad enough, but screwing up
and losing her as a friend is even worse. After a tragic accident, Matt finds himself left on the sidelines,
on the verge of spiraling out of control and losing everything that matters to him.
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97. Show Stopper (Hayley Barker)
$16.99 $15.30
Our country has turned its back on inclusion: the descendants of immigrants have been denied status and
security and must sell their children to a travelling circus to perform at the mercy of ravenous lions,
sabotaged high wires and a demonic ringmaster. The ruling class, the Pures, visit the circus as an escape
from their structured, safe, high-achieving lives to experience pure entertainment with a brutal,
bloodthirsty edge. Ben, the teenage son of a draconian government minister, attends on opening night
and falls under the spell of Hoshiko, a tightrope walker and the star attraction. But as he steps beyond the
sparkle and spectacle of the circus, to reveal the horrors that lurk beneath, can he find the courage to
resist, to rebel, to help end the cruelty and the carnage?
98. Signs of You (Emily France)
$19.99 $18.00
Since sixteen-year-old Riley Strout lost her mother two years ago, her survival has depended on the
quirky little family formed from a grief support group at school. Jay, Kate, and Noah understand her pain;
each lost a loved one. The four have stuck together in spite of their differences, united by tragedies only
they understand. When Riley sees her mother shopping in a grocery store, she fears she is suffering from
some sort of posttraumatic stress episode-until Jay and Kate report similar visions. Noah is the only one
who hasn't shared their experience. He withdraws from the others, skeptical and distant, and then
suddenly disappears. Riley fears the worst. As she, Jay, and Kay frantically search for their missing
friend, they are drawn into the mystery surrounding a famous relic that belonged to Jay's fathersomething that may contain clues about the afterlife. And in reaching for the ones who are gone, Riley
uncovers hidden truths about those she hasn't yet lost.
99. Songs About Us (Chris Russell)
$16.99 $15.30
Two months on from the explosive finale to book one, Charlie's life is almost back to normal again:
rebuilding her relationship with her father, hanging out with best mate Melissa, and worrying about
GCSEs. All the while, Gabe's revelations about her mother are never far from her mind. And neither is
Gabe. It's not long before Charlie is pulled back into the world of Fire & Lights - but the band seems
different this time. But then again, so is she... Meanwhile, tensions between Gabe and Olly continue to
run high, leading to more turmoil between the band members and press than ever before. But when
Gabriel and Charlie stumble upon yet another startling truth that links them together - everything they
have stands to implode in front of them.
100. Songs About a Girl $16.99 $15.30
101. S.T.A.G.S ( M.A Bennett)
$19.99 $18.00
Nine students. Three bloodsports. One deadly weekend. It is the autumn term and Greer MacDonald is
struggling to settle into the sixth form at the exclusive St. Aidan the Great boarding school, known to its
privileged pupils as S.T.A.G.S. Just when she despairs of making friends Greer receives a mysterious
invitation with three words embossed upon on it: huntin' shootin' fishin'. When Greer learns that the
invitation is to spend the half term weekend at the country manor of Henry de Warlencourt, the most
popular and wealthy boy at S.T.A.G.S., she is as surprised as she is flattered. But when Greer joins the
other chosen few at the ancient and sprawling Longcross Hall, she realises that Henry's parents are not
at home; the only adults present are a cohort of eerily compliant servants. The students are at the mercy
of their capricious host, and, over the next three days, as the three bloodsports - hunting, shooting and
fishing - become increasingly dark and twisted, Greer comes to the horrifying realisation that those being
hunted are not wild game, but the very misfits Henry has brought with him from school…
102. Start of Me and You (Emery Lord)
$14.99 $13.50
It's been a year since it happened-when Paige Hancock's first boyfriend died in an accident. After shutting
out the world for two years, Paige is finally ready for a second chance at high school. . .and she has a
plan. First: Get her old crush, Ryan Chase, to date her-the perfect way to convince everyone she's back
to normal. Next: Join a club-simple, it's high school after all. But when Ryan's sweet, nerdy cousin, Max,
moves to town and recruits Paige for the Quiz Bowl team (of all things!) her perfect plan is thrown for a
serious loop. Will Paige be able to face her fears and finally open herself up to the life she was meant to
live?
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103. Sweetfreak (Sophie McKenzie)
$17.99 $16.20
When everyone thinks you're a liar, how hard will you fight for the truth? Carey and Amelia have been
best friends forever. Then Amelia starts being trolled by SweetFreak, a mysterious and hateful online
account, and Carey is accused of being behind the vicious comments and threats. Shut out by her other
friends and shunned by Amelia, Carey is determined to clear her name and find out who’s really sending
the messages. But as the online attacks spill over into real life, events start spiraling out of control… Can
Carey expose the real SweetFreak before it’s too late?
104. Tales of a New World #2: Sun Warrior (PC Cast) $18.99 $17.10ea
The battle lines have been drawn. Once from rival clans, Mari, an Earth Walker, and Nik, a Companion,
now find themselves fighting to save each other and their people from destruction. Thaddeus has
betrayed his own people, killing Nik's father and destroying their entire clan. But he wants more. He wants
the power he believes Mari has stolen from him and his people, and he will do anything to get it back,
even if it means destroying everything in his path. There is only one way to stop Thaddeus, and it means
a harrowing journey for Mari and Nik into the heart of darkness.
105. Moon Chosen #1
106. Tales of the Peculiar (Ranson Riggs)
$19.99 $18.00
Tales of the Peculiar is a unique book of fairy tales set in the world of Miss Peregrine's Home for Peculiar
Children, the internationally bestselling series by Ransom Riggs. In this collection, Ransom invites you to
share his secrets and uncover hidden information about the peculiar world. A fork-tongued princess, and
wealthy cannibals who dine on the discarded limbs of peculiars, are just two of the stories sure to please
the many fans of the series. Featuring stunning illustrations from world-renowned artist Andrew Davidson,
this compelling, rich, and truly peculiar anthology is the perfect gift for not only fans, but for all lovers of
great storytelling.
107. The Amateurs #2: Follow Me (Sara Shepard)
$16.99 $15.30ea
Everyone knows Chelsea Dawson. Day and night, her tens of thousands of followers on Instagram watch
her every move. So when she goes missing from the sunny beachside town of Lafayette, it makes
headlines. The police are searching everywhere for her kidnapper, but when eighteen-year-old Seneca
Frazier sees Chelsea's picture, she knows instantly who took her. Chelsea looks exactly like her friend
Aerin Kelly's murdered sister - and Seneca's own mother, who was killed five years ago. Seneca's
suspicions are confirmed when the killer contacts her, threatening to hurt Chelsea if Seneca goes to the
police with what she knows. Seneca makes the only move she can, reaching out to Aerin and Maddox
and Madison Wright, her friends from Case Not Closed, an amateur crime-solving community. Together
they go to Lafayette to work the case, to save Chelsea, and to bring the killer to justice. But the killer has
a plan of his own. He wants Seneca and her friends in Lafayette, but he wants them to play by his rules.
One wrong step could mean the end for Chelsea - or the Amateurs.
108. Amateurs, The #1
109-111. The Testing Series (Joelle Charbonneau)
$16.99 $15.30ea
The Seven Stages War left much of the planet a charred wasteland. The future belongs to the next
generation’s chosen few who must rebuild it. But to enter this elite group, candidates must first pass the
Testing—their one chance at a college education and a rewarding career.
109. Testing, The #1

110. Independent Study #2

111. Graduation Day #3

112. Things a Bright Girl Can Do (Sally Nicholls)
$22.99 $20.70
Through rallies and marches, in polite drawing rooms and freezing prison cells and the poverty-stricken
slums of the East End, three courageous young women join the fight for the vote. Evelyn is seventeen,
and though she is rich and clever, she may never be allowed to follow her older brother to university.
Enraged that she is expected to marry her childhood sweetheart rather than be educated, she joins the
Suffragettes, and vows to pay the ultimate price for women's freedom. May is fifteen, and already sworn
to the cause, though she and her fellow Suffragists refuse violence. When she meets Nell, a girl who's
grown up in hardship, she sees a kindred spirit. Together and in love, the two girls start to dream of a
world where all kinds of women have their place. But the fight for freedom will challenge Evelyn, May and
Nell more than they ever could believe. As war looms, just how much are they willing to sacrifice.
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113. This Mortal Coil (Emily Suvada)
$17.99 $16.20
3 billion lives at stake. 2 people who can save them. 1 secret hidden in their DNA. When a lone soldier,
Cole, arrives with news of Lachlan Agatta's death, all hope seems lost for Catarina. Her father was the
world's leading geneticist, and humanity's best hope of beating a devastating virus. Then, hidden beneath
Cole's gene hacked enhancements she finds a message of hope: Lachlan created a vaccine. Only she
can find and decrypt it, if she can unravel the clues he left for her. The closer she gets, the more she finds
herself at risk from Cartaxus, a shadowy organization with a stranglehold on the world's genetic tech. But
it's too late to turn back. As the pieces fit together it's clear there is one final secret that Cat must unlock.
A secret that will change everything.
114. Thornhill (Pam Smy)
$29.99 $27.00
Parallel stories set in different times, one told in prose and one in pictures; converge as a girl unravels the
mystery of the abandoned Thornhill Institute next door. 1982: Mary is a lonely orphan at the Thornhill
Institute For Children at the very moment that it's shutting its doors. 2017: Ella has just moved to a new
town where she knows no one. From her room on the top floor of her new home, she has a perfect view
of the dilapidated, abandoned Thornhill Institute across the way, where she glimpses a girl in the window
Told in alternating, interwoven plotlines. Mary’s through intimate diary entries and Ella’s in bold, striking
art. Pam Smy’s Thornhill is a haunting exploration of human connection, filled with suspense. Hardback
544 Pages
115. Thousandth Floor #2: Dazzling Heights, The (Katharine McGee)
$16.99 $15.30
Manhattan is home to a thousand-story supertower, a beacon of futuristic glamour and high-tech luxury…
and to millions of people living scandalous, secretive lives. Here in the Tower, no one is safe – because
someone is watching their every move, someone with revenge in mind. After all, in a world of such
dazzling heights, you're always only one step away from a devastating fall….
116. Thousandth Floor, The #1 $16.99 $15.30
117. Throne of Glass Novel: Tower of Dawn (Sarah J Maas)
$17.99 $16.20
Chaol Westfall has always defined himself by his unwavering loyalty, his strength, and his position as the
Captain of the Guard. But all of that has changed since Aelin shattered the glass castle, since Chaol's
men were slaughtered, since the King of Adarlan spared him from a killing blow, but left his body broken.
Now he and Nesryn sail for Antica – the stronghold of the southern continent's mighty empire and of the
legendary healers of the Torre Cesme. It's Chaol's one shot at recovery, and with war looming back
home, Dorian and Aelin's survival could depend on Chaol and Nesryn convincing Antica's rulers to ally
with them. But what they discover there will change them both – and be more vital to saving Erilea than
they could have imagined.
118. Tripods: White Mountains (John Christopher)
$16.99 $15.30
Nobody knows how long it has been since the Tripods came. Nobody remembers life on Earth before
they enslaved it. Humans live in scattered farms and villages, kept quiet and obedient by the mindcontrolling Caps implanted when they reach their teens. Will Parker's time is fast approaching - but a
chance encounter with a madman convinces him that it may still be possible to resist the alien masters.
So begins an epic tale of survival and defiance - and Will's journey to the White Mountains.
119. Warcross (Marie Lu)
$24.99 $22.50
When a game called Warcross takes the world by storm, one girl hacks her way into its dangerous
depths. For the millions who log in every day, Warcross isn't just a game - it's a way of life. Struggling to
make ends meet, teenage hacker Emika Chen works as a bounty hunter, tracking down players who bet
on the game illegally. Needing to make some quick cash, Emika takes a risk and hacks into the opening
game of the international Warcross Championships - only to accidentally glitch herself into the action and
become an overnight sensation. Convinced she's going to be arrested, Emika is shocked when she gets
a call from the game's creator, the elusive young billionaire Hideo Tanaka, with an irresistible offer. He
needs a spy on the inside of this year's tournament in order to uncover a security problem . . . and he
wants Emika for the job. Emika's whisked off to Tokyo and thrust into a world of fame and fortune that
she's only dreamed of. But soon her investigation uncovers a sinister plot, with major consequences for
the entire Warcross empire.
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120. We See Everything (William Sutcliffe)
$16.99 $15.30
A gripping and powerfully relevant thriller set in a future London where constant surveillance is the norm,
We See Everything simmers with tension and emotion. From internationally bestselling author William
Sutcliffe, this is perfect for fans of Patrick Ness and Malorie Blackman. Lex lives on The Strip - the
overcrowded, closed-off, bombed-out shell of London. He's used to the watchful enemy drones that buzz
in the air above him. Alan's talent as a gamer has landed him the job of his dreams. At a military base in
a secret location, he is about to start work as a drone pilot. These two young men will never meet, but
their lives are destined to collide. Because Alan has just been assigned a high-profile target. Alan knows
him only as #K622. But Lex calls him Dad.
121. Wolf Children (Paul Dowsell)
$14.99 $13.50
It is July 1945, Hitler's Third Reich has fallen, and Berlin is in ruins. Living on the edge of survival in the
cellar of an abandoned hospital, Otto and his ragtag gang of kids have banded together in the desperate,
bombed-out city. The war may be over, but danger lurks in the shadows of the wreckage as Otto and his
criminal who stalks them ... A climactic story of truth, friendship and survival against the odds, Wolf
Children will thrill readers of Michael Morpurgo and John Boyne.friends find themselves caught between
invading armies, ruthless rival gangs and a strange Nazi war
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